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Abstract—This paper presents the first physiologically motivated pulse coupled neural network (PCNN)-based image fusion network for object detection. Primate vision processing principles, such as expectation driven filtering, state dependent modulation, temporal synchronization, and multiple processing paths are applied to create a physiologically motivated image fusion network. PCNN’s are used to fuse the results of several object detection techniques to improve object detection accuracy. Image processing techniques (wavelets, morphological, etc.) are used to extract target features and PCNN’s are used to focus attention by segmenting and fusing the information. The object detection property of the resulting image fusion network is demonstrated on mammograms and Forward Looking Infrared Radar (FLIR) images. The network removed 94% of the false detections without removing any true detections in the FLIR images and removed 46% of the false detections while removing only 7% of the true detections in the mammograms. The model exceeded the accuracy obtained by any individual filtering methods or by logical ANDing the individual object detection technique results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DIGITAL image processing is being investigated for object detection in applications such as breast cancer detection, and automatic target recognition [1]–[6]. Image processing is used to reduce unwanted information from an image with the hope that the improved signal-to-noise ratio will allow a pattern recognition process to detect and possibly identify the desired object. In general, no single image processing technique can be selective to all patterns for a given object, and still perform well at removing the many possible variations of unwanted information. Often, several techniques are used and the results are combined.

To perform this information fusion, primate vision processing principles are used to design a pulse coupled neural network (PCNN) based image fusion network for the purpose of improved object detection. Observed biological phenomenon such as temporal synchronization and state-dependent modulation are theorized as methods the vision system uses to combine the information and focus attention on an object [7]–[9]. The role these biological phenomena perform in information fusion and in the image fusion network is discussed. The PCNN is chosen as an architecture for the fusion network because it performs information linking at the neuronal pulse level. Through a combination of image segmentation, information fusion, and attention focus an object detection property emerges from the PCNN fusion network. Last, actual infrared and mammographic images are used to demonstrate the object detection accuracy of the network.

II. A BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATION FOR A FUSION NETWORK

Despite the enormous complexity of the primate cortical visual system, studies suggest it can be modeled by two basic hierarchical pathways, the parvocellular pathway and the magnocellular pathway [10]. The former pathway predominantly processes color information, and the later processes form and motion.

A. A Simplified Model of the Primate Vision System

Fig. 1 shows a model of these two pathways. The boxes refer to areas of the visual cortex which are believed to process distinct types of visual information [11]. The ovals denote the specific type of information processed within each area. The visual areas are almost fully connected in each direction of flow, but for clarity, only the stronger forward connections are shown. The entry point of an image into the model is the retina. The area marked LGN models the biological lateral geniculate nucleus. The areas of the model labeled with names starting with the letter V model specific areas in the human visual cortex. Each of these areas is believed to maintain one or more processed, topographically correct images of the light pattern that falls upon the retina. Areas V3, V4, and V5 are called specialty areas and it is believed that they process only selective information such as form, color, and motion, respectively.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the information contained within a visual image is separated into various visual features. The specialty areas are of particular interest because they represent the final stages of the visual cortex and the visual features they produce are still separate. There is no known single place in the brain where these features (color, form, and motion) are brought back together and combined. Many current theories propose that the neuronal pulses that transport these features synchronize in a way which combines the information to
represent the original object [7], [8], [12], [13]. These theories are used to design an image fusion network that segments an object, combines features, and isolates the object from the rest of the image.

B. Temporal Synchronization Provides Object Segmentation and Fusion

In 1987, stimulus-related neural oscillations were discovered in the primary visual cortex of monkeys and cats [7], [8]. These findings together with theoretical proposals (e.g., Grossberg 1983; Reitboek 1983, 1989; von der Malsburg 1985; Damasio 1989) support the hypothesis that neuronal pulse synchronization might be a mechanism that links local visual features into coherent global percepts. Synchronization is believed to be produced via a self-organizing process among local neural oscillations that are mutually connected. It is believed that these synchronizations mainly support the formation of more complex, “attentive percepts” that require iterative interactions among different processing levels and memory [8]. Visual segments that are related in some fashion will synchronize and pulse in unison. These synchronized segments represent objects, or segments of objects within a visual scene. This segmentation provides objects through which dissimilar features can be associated. Gray and Singer theorize that this association is performed by temporal synchronization [7]. Through this synchronization, the visual image is represented as an ensemble of synchronously pulsing objects. This biological principle is used by the PCNN fusion network to segment an image and fuse features into those segments. The result is a single segmented image with associated features superimposed. For object detection and recognition to be performed, a method is needed to select and extract a particular segment from the resulting image. This means the PCNN fusion network needs a method of focusing attention on individual groups of synchronously pulsing neurons.

C. State Dependent Modulation Provides Focus of Attention

Biological studies show the vision system performs substantial editing to focus attention and deemphasizes irrelevant information [9]. Even at early stages of processing, preference is given to elements to which the observer is paying attention. The response of many neurons double when the stimulus is a target of attention. State dependent signals are believed to be the stimulus that causes this preferential treatment. These are signals that originate from visual areas other than the retina, and are believed to modulate a neuron’s response to any object upon which attention is focused. The signals may originate from areas in the visual cortex, or from the higher processing areas in the parietal and temporal lobes. The signals modulate a neuron’s response to a stimulus within its receptive field causing a state of focused attention on the object causing the stimulus. This phenomenon is called state dependent modulation and is a method for one area of processing to superimpose its findings, or expectations.
Fig. 2. PCNN fusion architecture used to fuse breast cancer and FLIR images.

Fig. 3. Feeding and linking connections of a single PCNN neuron.

The modulatory effect of state dependent modulations are believed to focus attention by elevating the perception of objects of interest effectively suppressing unneeded information in a visual scene. The PCNN fusion network uses this biological principle to focus attention on objects that best fit the criteria of a desired object. By using the relative presence of a desired feature as a state dependent modulation signal, the networks response to the desired object is elevated. This elevated response facilitates detecting and isolating of a particular object in a visual scene.

### III. A PCNN Image Fusion Network for Object Detection

#### A. The PCNN Fusion Network

To perform object detection, the PCNN fusion network takes an original and several filtered versions of a gray-scaled image and outputs a single image in which the desired objects are the brightest and thus easily detected. Fig. 2 shows the PCNN fusion network which is the connection architecture used to fuse the original and filtered images. Each PCNN has one neuron per input image pixel. The pulse rate of each neuron in the center PCNN is used as a brightness value for the pixels in the output image. The neurons within the PCNN are arranged as a single two dimensional layer network with lateral linking. Fig. 3 shows the feeding and linking connections of a single neuron within the PCNN. Every neuron receives linking inputs from all neighboring neurons within a radius of three (radius of one is shown in Fig. 3 for clarity). Each neuron receives feeding inputs which are the intensity of the corresponding pixels in the input image. The pulse based linking mechanisms of the PCNN use temporal synchronization to segment the original image. The outer PCNN’s provide state dependent modulation signals used to focus attention on segments of interest.

Fig. 4 shows the inputs and output of the fusion process when used on a small portion of a mammogram which contains microcalcifications. The pulse rate of each output neuron is used as a brightness value for the pixels in the output image. Fig. 4(a)–4(c) is the images used as input to the fusion network. The fusion results are shown in Fig. 4(d). A threshold has been applied to remove the background and lower intensity segments. The segments that remain are the desired objects.

#### B. Using Image Processing Filters to Extract Features

To simulate biological information fusion, we need to simulate the output information of the specialty areas (V3, V4, and V5) and then fuse the information. To simulate the performed feature extraction, we will observe the hypothesis that neuronal processing units are best described as filters that are selective along multiple stimulus directions [14]. Information extracted by filters is used as features in the PCNN fusion network. Table I gives a list of possible filters that can be used to approximate each visual area of the static form pathway. Included in the table are the references that cite these filters. Since all images used in this paper (mammogram and FLIR) are static and gray scaled, only the static form pathway is included in this table. Wavelet, morphological (hit-and-miss), and difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) filters are chosen to provide features because they have been used successfully to detect breast cancer in mammograms [19]–[21] and in FLIR images [6]. These filters are used to separate visual information into various size and wavelength components. The filtered components serve as individual features which will be fused by the PCNN fusion network into a single image which combines yet exploits the selectivity of each individual filter.

When applied to the mammograms, the filters are tuned to be selective to microcalcifications which can be an early indication of cancerous growth [2]. For the FLIR images, the filters are tuned for selectivity to features of a mobile SCUD missile launcher. Since these filters are selective to a particular object, the outputs can be used as state dependent modulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision Model Area</th>
<th>Possible Filter Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1 layer 4B orientation selective (V1.4B0)</td>
<td>Gauslinear or Wavelet filters [14], orientation selective filters [17, 18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1 wavelength selective</td>
<td>20 Gabor filters [18], Gauslinear or Wavelet filters [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1 orientation selective</td>
<td>20 Gabor filters [18], Gauslinear or Wavelet filters [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2 wavelength selective</td>
<td>20 Gabor filters [18], Gauslinear or Wavelet filters [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2 orientation selective</td>
<td>Gated dipole filter [17, 18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Form</td>
<td>Gated dipole filter [17, 18]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. 128-by-128 pixel region containing microcalcifications (segmented from a 1000-by-2000 pixel mammogram). (a) Original image. (b) hit-and-miss filtered image. (c) wavelet filtered image. (d) PCNN fused image after a threshold has been applied.

Fig. 5. The Eckhorn model neuron in a PCNN.
signals where the current state of attention is focused on detecting objects that resemble the target object.

C. The Pulse Coupled Neural Network

The heart of the fusion network is the PCNN. The PCNN is a physiologically motivated artificial neural network that is composed of artificial spiking neurons which are interconnected via multiplicative links. The PCNN uses the Eckhorn model spiking neuron [8] which is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 5. The neuron models the pulse height, duration, repetition rate, and modulatory interneural linking observed in biological dendrites. This neuron model is chosen because it contains the modulatory pulse-based linking necessary to simulate the temporal synchronization and state dependent modulation observed in the primate visual cortex. The most notable aspects of the neuron are the dendritic branch and the pulse generator sections. The dendritic branch contains feeding inputs which are modulated by linking inputs. Each input contains a leaky integrator which models a dendritic synapse. The leaky integrator converts incoming pulses into a persistent signal. The time constant ($\tau_P$ or $\tau_L$) of the leaky integrator models the decay rate of neurotransmitters within the synapse. The pulse generator section is an oscillator that produces an output pulse train of very short duration pulses whose frequency is based on input magnitude. The pulse generator time constant $\tau_S$ models the refractory period that occurs after a biological dendrite fires. For detailed discussion of the inner workings of the PCNN see Eckhorn [8] and Johnson [22]–[24].

As used in this model, a PCNN neuron receives feeding inputs ($X_i$) from a gray-scaled image and receives linking inputs ($Y_j$) from neighboring neurons, and neurons in other PCNN’s (Fig. 3).

1) Pulse Coupling Performs Temporal Synchronization:
Pulse based synchronization is the key characteristic that distinguishes the PCNN from other types of neural networks. The image segmentation property of the PCNN comes from this synchronization. Neurons with similar inputs pulse in synchrony to represent a segment of the input image. Neurons with related feeding input characteristics (color, intensity, etc.) have similar pulsing rates. The linking connections cause neurons, in close proximity and with related characteristics, to pulse in unison (synchronization). The PCNN links pixels based on similarity. This similarity is defined by an image pixel’s intensity value relative to the intensity values of the neighboring pixels within its linking radius. A pixel is similar to any pixel that is within its linking radius and has an intensity value within $F/\beta L$ greater than its own, where $F$ is the total feeding input value to the neuron, $L$ is the total linking input value, and $\beta$ is the value of the linking strength between neurons. Shown in equation form, a pixel with an intensity of $I_1$ is similar to a pixel with intensity of $I_2$ if

$$0 \leq F_{I_2} - F_{I_1} \leq F_{I_1} \beta L_{I_1}. \quad (1)$$

Because of the multiplicative linking connections, this relation is not as simple and straightforward as it first appears. The following discussion will make some simplifying assumptions to demonstrate the complexity of determining which neurons are similar.

The pulse period ($T$) of a digitally simulated neuron with constant linking inputs is defined by the equation

$$T = \left[ -\tau_S \ln(1 + U/V^S) \right] \quad (2)$$

where the neuron’s internal activity $U$ is defined as $U = F(1 + \beta L)$ and $\lceil \cdot \rceil$ denotes the ceiling function. Without any linking inputs ($L = 0$), bandwidth limitations of the neuron

---

**Fig. 6.** PCNN segmentation (output pulse periods produced by a PCNN with a linear zero to one input).
The actual operation of the PCNN is more complex than this simplified example, but the functional concept is the same.

The actual PCNN solves the interneuron dependencies in a unique way. No linking signals are present until the first neuron fires. The brightest points within an image cause their corresponding neurons to fire first. This firing initiates a linking signal (linking wave) which travels through the multiplicative linking interconnects causing other neurons with similar inputs to fire [22]. Since linking fields overlap, pixel grouping occurs beyond the limits of a neuron’s linking radius.

A single neuron can fire and cause a domino effect that continues until all neurons with similar inputs fire in phase synchrony with the first neuron. This group of synchronously firing neurons represents a distinct segment within the image. The segmentation process repeats each time step, on neurons that have not fired, until all neurons within the PCNN have fired and the image is completely segmented.

2) Pulse-Based Multiplicative Linking Performs State Dependent Modulation: As shown in the Fig. 5, the total input to a PCNN neuron (U) can be describe by the multiplicative equation

\[ U = F(1 + \beta L)(1 + \beta LE_u) \]  

where \( LE_u \) is the value of total linking inputs from sources external to the PCNN (possibly other PCNN’s). The signal U feeds directly into the pulse generator section of the PCNN which produces the output pulse train. The output frequency of pulses produced by the pulse generator is

\[ f = \frac{1}{\ln[(1 + U/V_S)]} \]  

which is the reciprocal of the output period shown in (2). From (5) it can be seen that the linking inputs of the PCNN modulate the feeding inputs. This modulatory property of the PCNN can be used to simulate the state dependent modulation observed in the visual system. Without linking inputs, U would equal F and the feeding input would drive the pulse generator section. A positive linking input (\( L > 0 \)) would increase the value of U which would increase the frequency of the output pulse train (2). If filter outputs that are selective to features of a desired target are used as linking inputs, then neurons connected to image areas that resemble the desired target would have greater linking inputs than those that do not. The filter outputs represent the state dependent modulation signals when the current state of the PCNN is a focus of attention on the desired target. The neurons whose inputs most match the desired target would have the greatest modulatory input, thus having the highest frequency output. This increased output effectively separates the neurons from the rest of the image.

For the PCNN fusion network, this modulatory mechanism provides a method of associating filtered features with segments in the original image. It also provides a focus of
attention to isolate the segment. Segments with a greater number of desired features present will be more active than other segments, therefore the most active segments are those that fulfill more of the target criteria. These segments are easily separable from the rest of the image.

D. How Information Is Fused

The cornerstone of the PCNN fusion network is the segmentation performed by the pulse synchronizations. This temporal synchronization groups the image pixels into individual, disjoint segmented regions (objects) that pulse in different time steps. These individual regions represent either the desired target(s) (cancer or SCUD), or other objects such as the background. The fusion process exploits the fact that an object of interest is represented as a group of pixels. This allows dissimilar and possibly spatially disjoint features such as brightness, edges, and gradients to be mapped into a single region of space that represents the object. This allows fusion of several dissimilar features of an object into a single representation of an object that contains more information than any individual feature, or subgroup of features. In a search for a specific object, size alone may remove many segments from consideration.

In the PCNN fusion network, the original image is used as a basis for object segmentation, and the filtered versions of the original image are used as the dissimilar features. The filters are selective to particular features of the desired object, thus the filtered images represent selective image information with a focus of attention on the desired object. The outer PCNN’s (Fig. 2) convert the filtered images into pulsed signals for use as state dependent modulation signals. These pulsed signals are linked to the original image using the center PCNN’s linking inputs. These signals both fuse features into its associated segment, and modulate the center PCNN’s neuronal response to the object of interest. The modulation signal increases the pulsing frequency of the synchronous group of neurons effectively separating the desired object from the background. The segments of the original image that best fulfill the selective criteria of the filters will be represented by the fastest pulsing groups of output neurons. An output image is created by using the output neuron pulse frequencies as pixel intensity values. Only simple thresholding of the fused output image is needed to extract the group of pixels that contain the desired objects.

E. The PCNN Produces a Time Signal as an Added Benefit

With many image fusion/object detection techniques available, why use a method based on a PCNN? The PCNN provides an additional benefit which is unique. The pulsed output of the PCNN forms a time signal that can be used as a translation, rotation, scale, distortion, and intensity invariant signature for each object in the image [23], [24]. This signal can be used for identification purposes on any object detected by the PCNN fusion network. The time signal is inherently produced during PCNN operation and thus requires no additional processing. The time signal was not utilized in this project, but could have been. The next stage of this research will use the signature property of the time signal to increase object detection accuracy.

IV. DETECTION RESULTS ON CANCER AND RADAR IMAGES

One hundred FLIR images, from aircraft training runs, were used to calibrate and test the object detection capability of the PCNN fusion network. Fifty images were used to calibrate the PCNN weights, linking radius, $\beta$ and threshold parameters. Each image contained a single SCUD mobile missile launcher, a truck, a van, and four surrounding flash pods to mark the target location. The flash pods function as a guide for the photographer and are not used by the detection algorithms.

After PCNN calibration, the object detection capability of the fusion network was tested on the remaining 50 FLIR images. The goal of the test was to detect the SCUD launcher while minimizing the number of false alarms. Since only one target is present, and the output of the PCNN fusion network can be processed by a pattern recognition engine for additional identification, a large false alarm rate is preferable to a missed target. For this reason, all filters were tuned conservatively to ensure SCUD detection. Any detected object other than the SCUD, truck, van, pods, and image edge effects were considered false targets. Detection of the truck, van, and flash pods was considered optional.

Table II presents the detection accuracy achieved by each method (only 12 representative images shown). Fig. 7 shows an example binary (thresholded) image used as input and the resulting output of the PCNN fusion network. For every image inside the desired target detection range (ranges of interest from a munitions release perspective), the selective filters and the PCNN fusion network detected the SCUD mobile missile launcher. As can be seen in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), conservative tuning can cause the selective filter routines to produce a large number of false alarms. The Hit/Miss filter algorithm averaged 8.2 false targets per image, the DoG filter algorithm averaged 20.3 false targets per image, and PCNN network averaged 0.6 false alarms per image. When compared to the best filter accuracy, the PCNN network removed 94% of the false alarms without removing any true detections. The accuracy produced by the PCNN network also exceeds the accuracy produced by ANDing the binary filter outputs.

In the second test, the algorithms were used to detect microcalcifications in mammograms. Microcalcification density
is often used by computer aided diagnosis (CADx) systems for early detection of cancerous breast regions [1]. Microcalcifications are present in healthy tissue, but a high density (5+ per square centimeter) can be an early indication of cancer. In this test, the selective filters were tuned to detect radiologist identified microcalcifications. The goal of the test was to maximize the detection of identified microcalcifications while minimizing the number of other detections. All detected objects that did not represent an identified microcalcification were considered false targets. The identified microcalcifications were visually detectable, but others may exist. Since this test does not attempt to detect all microcalcifications, but only those identified by radiologist, the resulting accuracy should not be directly compared to other cancer detection algorithms. The purpose of the test is to demonstrate information fusion by a PCNN.

Thirty 256 x 256 pixel regions segmented from full breast mammograms were used to test microcalcification detection. Eighteen of the regions were used to calibrate the PCNN network and the filter algorithms, and the remaining 12 were used to test the detection accuracy. Table III presents the detection accuracy achieved by each algorithm. Since the PCNN network fuses the results of the selective filters, no additional

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Name</th>
<th>Number of Cals Found</th>
<th>Number of False Alarms Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a002a01m</td>
<td>16/15</td>
<td>21/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a002b01m</td>
<td>31/15</td>
<td>41/26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a002b02m</td>
<td>20/17</td>
<td>24/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a002c01m</td>
<td>32/7</td>
<td>49/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a002d01m</td>
<td>25/29</td>
<td>32/37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a003a01m</td>
<td>5/41</td>
<td>7/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a004a01m</td>
<td>3/24</td>
<td>3/34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a004b01m</td>
<td>4/26</td>
<td>5/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a005a01m</td>
<td>6/16</td>
<td>7/29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a005b01m</td>
<td>2/9</td>
<td>4/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a006a01m</td>
<td>9/14</td>
<td>9/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a006b01m</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>10/7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
DETECTION RESULTS OF MICROCALCIFICATIONS IN MAMMOGRAMS USING THE PCNN FUSION NETWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Name</th>
<th>Number of Cals Found</th>
<th>Number of False Alarms Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a002a01m</td>
<td>16/15</td>
<td>21/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a002b01m</td>
<td>31/15</td>
<td>41/26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a002b02m</td>
<td>20/17</td>
<td>24/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a002c01m</td>
<td>32/7</td>
<td>49/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a002d01m</td>
<td>25/29</td>
<td>32/37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a003a01m</td>
<td>5/41</td>
<td>7/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a004a01m</td>
<td>3/24</td>
<td>3/34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a004b01m</td>
<td>4/26</td>
<td>5/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a005a01m</td>
<td>6/16</td>
<td>7/29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a005b01m</td>
<td>2/9</td>
<td>4/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a006a01m</td>
<td>9/14</td>
<td>9/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a006b01m</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>10/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Ratio</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
true detections were expected or achieved. The results do show that the number of false detections were significantly reduced with only a small reduction in true detections. The Hit/Miss algorithm averaged 1.3 false detections for each true detection and the DoG algorithm averaged 1.7 false detections per true one. The PCNN network reduced these ratios to 0.8 false detections per true detection. When compared to the best filter result, the PCNN network removed 46 percent of the false detections while removing only 7% of the true detections.

V. CONCLUSION

The fusion network provided a greater accuracy increase on the FLIR images than on the mammogram images. The network reduced the false alarm rate from 8.2 to 0.6 false alarms per image in the FLIR images and from 1.7 to 0.8 false detections per true detections in the mammograms. In the fusion process, the PCNN network does not add true detections to the output, but instead removes false detections. Since the FLIR images contained many objects such as trees and roads that were larger than the target, the PCNN could easily segment and remove the large objects. Because the mammograms contained few large objects with consistent brightness and boundaries, the PCNN segmented the image into many small objects which prevented any significant object removal based on size. The majority of the information removal was performed by the state dependent modulation. These results imply the PCNN fusion network is better suited for processing images which contain structures that differ in size from the targets. The PCNN was able to map many false detections, such as road and forest edges, into the larger original object and subsequently remove the false detections. The tests have shown the network is suitable for removing false detections from conservatively tuned filter outputs while preserving a majority of the true detections. The network removed 94% of the false detections without removing any true detections in the FLIR images and removed 46% of the false detections while removing only 7% of the true detections in the mammograms.

In general, the PCNN fusion network provides a method of improving object detection accuracy by fusing the outputs of multiple object detection algorithms. The accuracy of the fusion network surpassed the accuracy provided by the results of any single filtered output, or the logical AND of all filter results. The network inputs pixel-based information and produces an object-based output with a time signal that can be used as an identification signature for each object. The brightness values of the objects in the output image represent the degree to which each object matches the characteristics of the desired object. The PCNN also provides a good computer architecture for implementing physiologically-based fusion and other pulse-based physiologically observed phenomenon.
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